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1. Zusammenfassung 
Hintergrund: Kindheitstraumata erhöhen die Anfälligkeit für die Entwicklung 

schwerwiegender psychischer Störungen im Erwachsenenalter einschließlich einer 

bipolaren Störung, Depression und Schizophrenie-Spektrum-Störungen. Zahlreiche 

Studien haben zugrundeliegende Mechanismen des Zusammenhangs zwischen 

Kindheitstraumata und Psychopathologien im Erwachsenalter identifiziert, welche 

nicht störungs- bzw. diagnosespezifisch sind. Transdiagnostische Ansätze gehen 

über die bisherige kategoriale Diagnostik hinaus und bieten eine neue, 

störungsübergreifende Perspektive zum Thema Kindheitstraumata und psychischem 

Erkrankungsrisiko. Transdiagnostische Risikofaktoren sind psychopathogene 

Prozesse, die an der Entstehung und Aufrechterhaltung verschiedener psychischer 

Störungen beteiligt sind. 

Die vorliegende Meta-Analyse untersucht, ob Kindheitstraumata und die 

verschiedenen Traumatisierungsformen (wie körperliche Misshandlung (PA), 

emotionale Misshandlung (EA), sexuelle Misshandlung (SA), körperliche 

Vernachlässigung (PN) und emotionale Vernachlässigung (EN)) transdiagnostische 

Risikofaktoren für schwerwiegende psychiatrische Erkrankungen (bipolare Störung, 

Depression und Schizophrenie-Spektrum-Störungen) darstellen. 

 

Methodik: Die systematische Literaturrecherche erfolgte in zwei bibliographische 

Datenbanken: PubMed und Web of Science. Eingeschlossen wurden Fall-

Kontrollstudien, die  Kindheitstraumata bei Patienten mit schwerwiegenden 

psychiatrischen Diagnosen (Depression, bipolare Störung oder Schizophrenie-

Spektrum-Störung) und  gesunden Probanden erfassten. Wir berechneten die 

Effektstärken der Kindheitstraumata-Gesamtscores und der verschiedenen 

Traumatisierungsformen (PA, EA, SA, EN, PN) bei diesen drei Diagnosen mittels 

Zufallseffektmodell. Für die Analyse transdiagnostischer Aspekte führten wir 

Subgruppenanalysen durch. 

 

Ergebnisse: Insgesamt wurden 97 Studien eingeschlossen. Für die 

Kindheitstraumata-Gesamtscores zeigten sich bei Schizophrenie-Spektrum-

Störungen (g=0.83, 95%-CI: 0.70-0.97),  Depression (g=0.91, 95%-CI: 0.76-1.05) und 

bipolarer Störung (g=0.84, 95%-CI: 0.69-0.98) signifikant große Effektstärken ohne 

signifikante transdiagnostische Unterschiede in der Subgruppenanalyse.  

Alle Traumatisierungsformen wiesen mittlere bis große, signifikante Effekte bei allen 

psychiatrischen Diagnosen im Vergleich zu gesunden Probanden auf. Die 

Effektstärken von emotionalem Missbrauch (EA) und emotionaler Vernachlässigung 
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(EN) waren signifikant größer in Depression als in Schizophrenie-Spektrum-

Störungen. 

 

Schlussfolgerung: Kindheitstraumata wiesen vergleichbare signifikant große 

Effektstärken bei schwerwiegenden psychischen Störungen auf und stellen somit 

einen wichtigen transdiagnostischen Risikofaktor für die Entwicklung psychischer 

Erkrankungen dar. Die Ergebnisse unserer Meta-analyse sind relevant für zukünftige 

Forschung, klinische Praxis und Public-Health Ansätze. 
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2. Summary 
Background: Childhood trauma (CT) was shown to increase the risk for multiple 

forms of adult psychiatric disorders, such as bipolar disorder, major depression (MD), 

and schizophrenia spectrum disorder. Previous research points to general 

mechanisms linking childhood traumatic experiences and adult psychopathology, 

which are not specific for psychiatric diagnostic entities. A transdiagnostic approach 

that cuts across traditional diagnostic categories provides an inclusive picture for 

understanding research in this field. Transdiagnostic risk factors are factors occurring 

across multiple disorders that contribute to the aetiology and/ or maintenance of a 

range of pathologies.  

This meta-analysis aims to determine if CT can be considered a transdiagnostic risk 

factor for the development of severe mental disorders: schizophrenia spectrum 

disorder, bipolar disorder, and major depression (MD); and analysing the role of 

different CT domains: physical abuse (PA), emotional abuse (EA), sexual abuse (SA), 

emotional neglect (EN), and physical neglect (PN). 
 

Methods: We conducted a systematic literature search in two bibliographic 

databases: PubMed and Web of Science. We included articles reporting CT among 

patients with major psychiatric disorders (schizophrenia spectrum disorder, bipolar 

disorder, and MD) and healthy controls (HC). We calculated Hedge’s g effect sizes of 

the CT total scores and the CT domains (PA, EA, SA, EN, and PN) in the three 

pathologies using random-effects models. To examine the transdiagnostic aspects, 

we conducted subgroup analyses comparing the effect sizes of CT and its subtypes 

in the three major psychiatric conditions.  
 

Results: In total, 97 studies met our inclusion criteria. We found that the effect sizes 

of CT total scores were large in schizophrenia spectrum disorder (g=0.83, 95%-CI: 

0.70-0.97), bipolar disorder (g=0.84, 95%-CI: 0.69-0.98), and MD (g=0.91, 95%-CI: 

0.76-1.05) with no significant transdiagnostic differences in the subgroup analysis.  

All CT domains had moderate to large effects in the three psychiatric diagnoses 

compared to healthy controls. In the transdiagnostic comparison, we found 

significantly higher effect sizes for EA and EN in MD than in schizophrenia spectrum 

disorder. 
 

Conclusions:  Our results provide strong evidence of the link between CT and adult 

psychopathology, identifying CT as a powerful transdiagnostic risk factor for the 

development of psychiatric disorders. The findings of our meta-analysis bear 
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important implications for future research, clinical practice, and public health 

approaches. 
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3. Introduction 
Childhood trauma (CT) is a major public health concern with serious life-long 

consequences1. The term CT covers five different subcategories of trauma exposure: 

physical abuse (PA), emotional abuse (EA), sexual abuse (SA), physical neglect 

(PN), and emotional neglect (EN)2,3. 

 

The negative impact of CT on adult physical and mental health is supported by 

overwhelming evidence1,4. World Health Organization (WHO) surveys estimated that 

one-third of the global population has experienced some form of CT5, making CT a 

public health problem6. The estimated economic burden of child maltreatment in the 

United States based on 2015 substantiated incident cases was $428 billion7. 

 

An extensive body of literature links CT to development, persistence, and severity of 

adult psychopathology and impairment8-11. Traumatic experiences in childhood have 

particularly detrimental and long lasting effects due to the great neurodevelopmental 

plasticity during this period. Early exposure to CT might negatively affect childhood 

brain development and cause a dysregulation in stress response systems, which in 

turn result in an increased risk of psychopathological symptoms12. The exact 

underlying pathophysiological mechanisms leading to the psychological impact of CT 

are still a subject of investigation13. 

 

While several studies have linked CT with risk trajectories for specific disorders such 

as schizophrenia14, major depression (MD)15, bipolar disorder16, anxiety disorders17 

and posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)18, recent research shows that certain risk 

factors might not be disorder-specific, but share common mechanisms that lead to 

psychopathology. Transdiagnostic research aims to elucidate the common processes 

that link, or differentiate among, multiple disorders. A key point of the transdiagnostic 

approach is that the risk, protective, and maintenance factors and processes 

implicated in mental health problems (biological, socio-environmental, or 

psychological variables) show no specificity for particular diagnostic disorders but 

rather appear to operate across traditional nosological boundaries19.  

 

MD, bipolar disorder, and schizophrenia spectrum disorder are among the leading 

contributors to the global disease burden20. For each of these disorders, several 

comprehensive reviews and meta-analyses have demonstrated the important role of 

CT in their onset and severity14,21,22. Descriptively, the reported effect sizes in the 

literature are comparably large for these three diagnoses. However, a quantitative 

analysis comparing the effect sizes of CT in different psychiatric disorders is yet 
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lacking.  Additionally, the different domains of CT represent considerably different 

adverse experiences that have distinct effects on neurobiological, socio-emotional, 

and cognitive development and, in turn, psychopathology23,24.  Research on the 

psychopathological impact of specific CT subtypes presents study heterogeneity and 

yielded inconsistent results. 

 

Meta-analyses offer the opportunity to critically evaluate and statistically combine 

results of a large number of studies providing a more precise estimate of the 

underlying effects and improving the generalizability of the results25. The aim of the 

present work was to provide a quantitative review and meta-analysis of the available 

literature examining the magnitude of the effects of CT and its subtypes (PA, EA, SA, 

PN and EN) in major psychiatric conditions with a transdiagnostic approach. 

3.1 CT: Concept and subtypes 
The lack of a consistent definition across disciplines constitutes an important 

limitation for surveillance of CT26. In its Report of the Consultation on Child Abuse 

Prevention, the World Health Organization (WHO) proposes the following definition27:  

 

“Child abuse or maltreatment constitutes all forms of physical and/or emotional ill-

treatment, sexual abuse, neglect or negligent treatment or commercial or other 

exploitation, resulting in actual or potential harm to the child’s health, survival, 

development or dignity in the context of a relationship of responsibility, trust or power” 

 

For the current project, the CT subtypes were defined according to the Childhood 

Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ) as follows3:  

 

PA Bodily assaults on a child by an adult or older person that posed a risk of or 

resulted in injury 

EA Verbal assaults on a child’s sense of worth or well-being or any humiliating or 

demeaning behaviour directed toward a child by an adult or older person 

SA Sexual contact or conduct between a child younger than 18 years of age and 

an adult or older person 

PN Failure of caretakers to provide for a child’s basic physical needs, including 

food, shelter, clothing, safety, and health care” 

EN Failure of caretakers to meet children’s basic emotional and psychological 

needs, including love, belonging, nurturance, and support 

Table 1: Definition of CT subtypes 
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Childhood abuse and neglect often causes a deficiency in basic human needs, which 

can have lasting effects on the individual’s thinking and behaviour. The 

consequences of CT depend on the severity, frequency, nature, and pattern of the 

traumatic experience itself. Moreover, children’s perception, reaction, and subsequent 

processing of traumatic experiences are modulated by several developmental and 

environmental risk and protective factors28. 

 

While some studies found that subtypes of CT may have nonspecific, widespread 

effects on mental health, other studies found differences in the neurobiological and 

psychopathological impact of distinct CT domains29,30.  Based on the 

neurodevelopmental impact of CT, a distinction of early traumatic experiences into 

core dimensions of deprivation (absence of expected environmental inputs and 

complexity) and threat (presence of experiences that represent a threat to one’s 

physical integrity) has been proposed28. 

 

The concept of CT refers to abuse and neglect experiences that occur to a child 

before the age of 18. At this point, it is important to highlight the relevance of timing 

aspects of CT such as duration (single episode or chronic), age of trauma onset, and 

stage of development31. Several studies examine “sensitive periods” when the 

developing human brain is particularly sensitive to the effects of traumatic 

experiences32. Young children might be especially trauma-vulnerable as they undergo 

an exceptionally rapid period of physiological and emotional development, have 

limited coping strategies, and are strongly dependent on their caregivers to protect 

them physically and emotionally. 

 

Another important aspect is the high interrelation and frequent co-occurrence of 

multiple subtypes of CT33. In this context, the “cumulative risk hypothesis” assumes 

that the accumulation of adverse experiences has a high predictive power for 

negative health outcomes in a dose-response relationship. In this framework, recent 

studies reported that increasing number of CT experiences result in higher adult risk 

for psychopathological complexity and severity34. 

 

Epidemiologic information is crucial for CT research and public health policy35. 

Obtaining precise estimates of the prevalence and incidence of different CT subtypes 

is problematic. As discussed previously, rates vary extremely due to different 

definitions, but also methodological factors like small sample sizes, geographical 

regions, or non-random designs36. 
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The early detection of CT is inherently difficult, because frequently only the 

perpetrators and the children have knowledge of the events and do not reveal them 

for different reasons. These rationales for underreporting include, inter alia, the 

victim’s fear of the offender, shame, a sense of stigmatization, and offender’s fear of 

the legal consequences. All of the listed aspects are in turn modulated by cultural 

factors, gender or ethnicity35. 

 

PA in childhood is an important cause of paediatric morbidity and mortality. In some 

developing countries, child corporal punishment is culturally and socially accepted37. 

SA had most research and public interest36. Overall, females seem to be more often 

affected by SA than males and the geographical origin of the samples was shown to 

influence the prevalence38. EA and EN are highly prevalent, but often overlooked 

forms of maltreatment, perhaps because of the less visible immediate impact (i.e. no 

physical injury or outward signs of abuse) and typically accompany all other forms of 

abuse and neglect39. 

 

3.1.1 CT assessment  
The accurate detection and assessment of CT is crucial to define the magnitude of 

the problem, estimate variations over time, and evaluate the effectiveness of 

prevention and intervention programs40.   

 

The method used to screen for CT in studies can have major effects on its results. 

Prospective and retrospective measures may be used to detect and estimate the 

occurrence of CT. For the purpose of our research, we will focus on retrospective 

assessment methods of CT in adulthood.  

 

In the last decades, a wide variety of instruments have been designed for the 

assessment and evaluation of CT. This ample array of instruments includes self- and 

clinician-rated questionnaires and interviews. These vary considerably in the types of 

abuse and neglect assessed, psychometric properties, and amount of evaluated 

parameters (i.e. severity of trauma, frequency, number of perpetrators etc.)41.  

 

The CTQ is the most widely employed instrument to assess CT in research42, which 

has undergone most examinations of validity proving to have strong psychometric 

properties. In its original version, the questionnaire assessed 70 items2. In 

subsequent years, the authors developed the short version of the CTQ providing a 

more rapid screening and thus contributing to the usability of this tool in research. 
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This brief CTQ version is a retrospective self-report standardized 28-item instrument 

that assesses the frequency of five CT subtypes (PA, EA, SA, PN and EN) on a 5-

point Likert scale3. 

 

Retrospective assessment of CT has some methodological limitations that warrant 

attention, such as recall or memory bias. This error occurs when participants do not 

remember previous events or experiences accurately or omit details, which might 

involve a substantial rate of false negatives and measurement errors and in rare 

cases, false positive reports43. 

3.2 The transdiagnostic approach 
Traditional diagnostic systems are long established and have a profound influence 

over the way we conceptualize, understand, and manage mental health19. In the last 

decades, the classification of mental disorders has largely focused on differentiating 

psychopathology into categories, an approach represented in the Diagnostic and 

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM; currently in its 5th edition)44 and the 

International Classification of Diseases (ICD; now in its 11th edition)45. 

 

There is a growing consensus that psychiatric nosology and diagnostic boundaries 

generate important limitations in research and clinical utility, which has led to the 

emergence and rapid development of the transdiagnostic approach. The 

transdiagnostic approach is expected to cut across categorical diagnoses and go 

beyond them to improve classification, prevention, and treatment of mental 

disorders46. 

 

An important benefit over disorder-specific approaches is the identification of core 

mechanisms that might play a role in many different forms of psychopathology8. 

Findings of transdiagnostic research have broad applicability across a range of 

disorders and open up a new way of understanding psychiatric conditions depending 

on their underlying mechanisms47. The frequent phenomenon of comorbidity in 

psychiatry might be partially explained by these commonalities in the causal 

background of different disorders.  

 

Transdiagnostic research can provide key targets for interventions that might be used 

to prevent or treat multiple types of psychopathology48. Transdiagnostic prevention 

and treatment programs have the potential to maximize public health impact. 
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3.2.2 CT as a transdiagnostic risk factor 
In the last years, transdiagnostic mechanisms underlying the strong link between CT 

and adult psychopathology have been postulated. These include alterations in 

biological systems, psychological and social processes.  

 

Among the neurobiological aspects, research has identified dysregulation of the 

Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal (HPA) axis, abnormalities in the prefrontal-limbic 

system, genetic polymorphisms, alterations in the immune system, and accelerated 

biological aging as mechanisms through which CT may confer risk for transdiagnostic 

psychopathology12,49. 

 

Transdiagnostic psychosocial mechanisms include alterations in social and emotional 

information processing, difficulties in emotion regulation, insecure attachment styles, 

and a damaged self-worth concept8,50. Patterns of prioritization of threat-related 

information with elevated emotional reactivity to these stimuli have been observed in 

children who experienced trauma. Furthermore, an impaired ability to regulate and 

tolerate negative emotional states has been identified51. 

 

On the other hand, recent research aimed to determine potential independent effects 

of the different subtypes of CT in triggering psychopathology in adults, as they 

represent vastly different adverse experiences23,33. In this line, recent studies argued 

that different types of adverse environments in childhood have distinct influences on 

cognitive, emotional, and neurobiological development as a result of the plasticity 

mechanisms that allow the child to adapt to the environment28.   

 

CT is considered one of the most important preventable causes of adult 

psychopathology52. Transdiagnostic prevention programs with common early 

intervention components have been proved as effective, high impact strategies to 

reduce psychopathology53-55. 
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3.3 Research aim and objectives 
The aim of the present research project was to provide a quantitative review and 

meta-analysis of the available empirical literature examining the magnitude of the 

effects of CT and its subtypes in major psychiatric conditions focusing on 

transdiagnostic aspects. 

 

Our research objectives were: 

1) To perform a meta-analysis of the effect sizes of CT total scores in bipolar 

disorder, MD, and schizophrenia spectrum disorder. 

2) To elucidate the effect sizes of the five CT subtypes (PA, EA, SA, EN, and PN) in 

the three psychiatric disorders. 

3) To explore transdiagnostic overlaps and differences in CT total scores and CT 

subtypes (PA, EA, SA, EN, and PN) in schizophrenia spectrum disorder, MD, and 

bipolar disorder. 
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4. Methods 
The systematic review was performed according to the Preferred Reporting Items for 

Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement56. 

4.1 Search procedure 
We conducted a comprehensive systematic literature search to identify eligible 

studies investigating the role of CT as a risk factor for major psychiatric conditions in 

two electronic bibliographic databases: PubMed and Web of Science. 

 

The respective search terms were defined as follows: (“psychosis” OR 

“schizophrenia” OR “schizophrenic” OR “psychotic”) AND (“childhood trauma”) for 

patients with a schizophrenia spectrum disorder, ("bipolar disorder" OR "bipolar" OR 

"affective disorder") AND ("childhood trauma") for patients with bipolar disorder and 

(“major depression” OR “depressive” OR "affective disorder") AND (“childhood 

trauma”) for patients with a diagnosis of MD. 

 

We included articles published before the 31st January 2019. In addition, we 

conducted a manual search by screening the full texts of the systematic reviews and 

meta-analyses that were identified during the literature search for further suitable 

studies. The full text of all included studies was also screened for additional 

references with subsequent assessment of potential eligible studies following the in- 

and exclusion criteria. 

4.2 Inclusion and exclusion criteria 
For a systematic screening of the studies, we defined the following hierarchically 

organized inclusion criteria: 

1. Published in English language 

2. Published in a peer-reviewed journal 

3. Report of original data (no systematic reviews or meta-analyses) 

4. Group of patients (n>3) with one of the following diagnoses according to 

international classification systems such as the DSM or the ICD: bipolar 

disorder, MD or a schizophrenia spectrum or other primary psychotic disorder 

(schizophrenia, schizophreniform disorder, schizoaffective disorder, delusional 

disorder, brief psychotic disorder, unspecified schizophrenia spectrum, and 

other psychotic disorder). We excluded patients with substance induced 

psychotic disorders, patients in psychotic prodromal phases, and patients with 

psychotic disorders due to another medical condition such as 

neurodegenerative diseases or toxic/metabolic disorders. 
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5. Control groups with non-psychiatric healthy controls (HC). 

6. Childhood traumatic experiences assessed by standardized questionnaires 

with reported validity. 

 

When two or more studies reported data from the same cohort, we selected the 

publication with the biggest sample size for our meta-analysis. Studies were excluded 

as soon as one inclusion criterion was not sufficiently met. 

 

The types of CT included in the meta-analysis were PA, EA, SA, EN, and PN. These 

categories were established in accordance with the descriptions found in seminal 

studies on the subject2,3. We screened the definition of each CT subtype in the 

included questionnaires and checked for comparability. CT “Total Score” (TS) 

represents a global measure of CT or a combination of abuse and neglect trauma 

types. We focused on the above mentioned definition of CT2 and excluded other 

psychosocial adversities (abandonment, family dysfunction, divorce of parents, 

migration financial disadvantage, etc.), consistent with other work in this area57.  

4.3 Study selection 
In the first stage of the study selection, two investigators (H.M. and P.A.P) 

independently screened the abstracts of all articles retrieved from the search. 

Afterwards, the same authors reviewed the full text of the potentially eligible articles. 

Intercoder disagreements were discussed with a third investigator (L.B., N.P.) until 

consensus was reached. 

The overview of the selection procedure and inclusion criteria is given in the PRISMA 

flow diagrams in Figure 1 and Figures 1-3 in the supplementary material. 

4.4 Data extraction 
A standardized form was used for the data extraction. For each included study, the 

following information was extracted:  

 

• First author’s name and year of publication. 

• Demographic characteristics of the samples: Mean age (+SD), gender 

distribution (percentage of men and women), and geographical location. 

• Clinical variables: psychiatric diagnoses with available specifications (i.e. 

bipolar type I/II), specifications on non-affective/ non-psychotic comorbidities, 

and symptom severity scales (Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS), Hamilton 

Depression Scale (HDS), Montgomery–Åsberg Depression Rating Scale 

(MADRS), and Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS)) 
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• Measurement scale used to assess CT. 

• Statistical measures to estimate the effect sizes quantifying the association 

between CT scores and psychiatric diagnoses. 

 

In cases in which relevant information to calculate an effect size was not available, 

the authors of the respective studies were contacted via email and further information 

was requested. After two weeks, we repeated the procedure with the authors who did 

not provide a response. If no sufficient information could be obtained to calculate 

relevant effect sizes, studies were excluded for the meta-analysis.  

 

The data extraction was conducted by two authors (H.M., P.A.P) independently and 

checked randomly for consistency by a third investigator (L.B., N.P.) for 

approximately 30% of all data entries. 

4.5 Study quality 
The methodological quality of the included studies was explored using the 

Newcastle–Ottawa Quality Assessment Scale (NOQAS). This tool evaluates 3 quality 

aspects of the studies: the selection procedure, the comparability of samples as well 

as the suitability of adversity exposures58. The maximum achievable points are four 

points for selection, two points for comparability, and three points for outcomes, 

assigning up to a maximum of nine points. In case of disagreement, a consensus was 

reached through discussion. 

 

2.6 Statistical analysis 

In basic terms, an effect size is a number that encodes the magnitude of the 

relationship between two variables. A standardized mean difference (SMD) is an 

effect size that expresses the difference between the means of two groups.  

The main outcome measure of our meta-analysis was defined as the Hedge’s g SMD, 

which expresses an estimation of the difference in CT scores between psychiatric 

patients and HC in the pooled standard deviation (SD). A Hedge’s g of 0.2 indicates a 

small effect size, of 0.5 a medium effect size, and of or above 0.8 a large effect size59. 

All effect estimates are presented with an estimate of precision using 95% confidence 

intervals (CI). 

In some studies, CT assessments were reported as dichotomous data (presence/ 

absence of trauma). To allow comparability, we calculated the odds ratios (OR) based 
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on the dichotomous data and transformed these OR into Hedge’s g SMD using the 

formulae of Cochrane’s Handbook for Meta-Analyses60. 

The meta-analyses were conducted using the random effects model. The random 

effects model assumes that the variability of the observed estimated effects is due to 

real differences in the effects across studies as well as sampling variability61. We 

used this modelling strategy as we expected that study effect sizes would vary due to 

differences in the CT exposure, study populations, and outcomes assessed. 

In the first step, we conducted random-effects meta-analyses to assess the effect 

sizes of total CT scores in the three psychiatric diagnoses. Subsequently, individual 

effect size estimates were derived for separate diagnoses and for the five separate 

domains of CT (PA, EA, SA, PN, and EN). We calculated the effect sizes and 95% CI 

for all diagnoses and CT domains. 

Effect sizes of CT total scores and CT subtypes were compared between diagnoses 

conducting subgroup analyses using mixed-effects meta-regression models. A “mixed 

effects model” is a statistical model containing both fixed effects and random 

effects62. In our case, the psychiatric diagnosis was considered the categorical 

moderator.  

All statistic analyses were carried out employing R, version 3.6.2, using the package 

“metafor”, version 2.4-063. 

4.6.1 Heterogeneity, risk of bias, and moderator analysis 

We performed additional analyses to explore the effect of various potential sources of 

artefact or bias on our results. 

Between-study heterogeneity was estimated using the standard Cochran’s Q Test 

and the I² statistic according to the guidelines proposed in Cochrane’s Handbook for 

Meta-Analyses. The Q test is computed by summing the squared deviations of each 

study’s effect estimate from the overall effect estimate, weighting the contribution of 

each study by its inverse variance. A P-value lower than 0.05 indicates a significant 

heterogeneity. The I² statistic describes the percentage of variation across-studies 

that is due to heterogeneity rather than chance with values of 25, 50, and 75% that 

can be considered low, moderate, and high, respectively. An important advantage 

compared to the Cochran’s Q test is that the I² statistic has no reliance on the number 

of studies used in the analysis64 . 
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“Publication bias” is defined by the dictionary of epidemiology as “an editorial 

predilection for publishing particular findings, e.g., positive results, which leads to the 

failure of authors to submit negative findings for publication”65.  The effect of this bias 

is that published studies may not be truly representative of all valid studies 

undertaken, leading to possible distortions in meta-analyses.  

 

The potential presence of publication bias was assessed using visual inspection of 

funnel plots and by calculating Egger’s coefficients for funnel plot asymmetry. Funnel-

plots are scatter plots where the X-axis represents the mean result (in our meta-

analysis, the SMD) and the Y-axis shows an index of precision (in our case, the SE). 

The plot should ideally resemble a pyramid or inverted funnel, with scatter due to 

sampling variation. Severe asymmetry to either side might be an indicator for the 

presence of publication bias. As the visual examination is usually subjective, we 

quantified the funnel plot asymmetry performing the Egger’s test. This method tests 

the asymmetry in the funnel graph by carrying out a simple lineal regression of yi (the 

effect size in study i divided by its SE) on x (the inverse of the SE) and testing 

whether the intercept significantly differs (at P < 0.1)66. 

In case of detection of significant funnel plot asymmetry, we applied the “trim-and-fill 

method” to adjust the results for potential publication bias67. The trim-and-fill method 

aims at estimating potentially missing studies due to publication bias in the funnel plot 

and adjusting the overall effect estimate68. It should be noted that the trim-and-fill 

procedure needs to be interpreted with caution in cases where significant 

heterogeneity is present. 

The potential effect of methodological and demographic study-level variables was 

investigated using moderator analysis. We analysed the influence of age, gender, and 

publication year of the articles implementing meta-regression with mixed-effects 

models. 

4.6.2 Outlier analysis 

An additional factor that can negatively affect the validity of the results in a meta-

analysis and distort its conclusions is the presence of outliers, defined as extreme 

values that deviate from the other observations in a dataset69. An outlier case might 

be irrelevant if it exerts little influence on the results. However, if the exclusion of the 

particular study from the analysis leads to considerable changes in the model, the 

study may be considered to be influential70.  
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We performed an analysis to detect the studies that influenced the overall estimates 

of our meta-analysis the most and evaluated if this large influence distorted our 

pooled effect performing post-hoc sensitivity analyses, computing how the overall 

effect size would change removing one study at a time. 
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5. Results 

5.1 Descriptive characteristics of the studies 
Our literature search yielded a total of 97 studies that reported outcomes on the 

relationship between CT and any of the three investigated psychiatric diagnoses, and 

met all our inclusion criteria. This included 35 studies reporting data in schizophrenia 

spectrum disorder, 21 studies reporting data in bipolar disorder, and 41 studies 

reporting data in MD.  The included studies were published between 1995 and 2019 

and had population samples of 25 different countries.  

An overview of the study selection procedure is provided in Figure 1. Separate 

PRISMA-diagrams of the study selection in each diagnostic category is provided in 

the supplementary material (see Supplementary figures 1,2 and 3). 
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• Not written in English (n= 49) 
• Not peer reviewed (n= 182) 
• Animal/in vitro studies (n= 22) 
• Case report (n= 15) 
• Patient group does not meet 

diagnostic criteria (n= 742) 
• No control group (n= 380) 
• Reviews (n= 322) 
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Full-text articles excluded (n= 448) 
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Studies included in qualitative 

synthesis 

(n= 97) 

Studies included in quantitative 

synthesis (meta-analysis) 

(n= 97) 

Figure 1- Identification of studies for inclusion in meta-analysis (PRISMA flowchart) 
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A total of twelve authors provided clarification or additional information that allowed 

the calculation of effects sizes. The number of studies reporting CT total scores was 

74, and ranged from 66 for SA to 57 for PN for the CT domain scores. 

 

The total number of patients included in the meta-analysis was n= 9851. There were 

1494 patients diagnosed with bipolar disorder, 5763 patients with MD, 2594 patients 

with a schizophrenia spectrum disorder, and a total of 7253 non-psychiatric HC.  

 

The mean age of all included patients was 36.1 years (range: 15.1-60.8): 35.8 years 

(range: 20.7-47.9) in patients with bipolar disorder, 36.9 (range: 15.1-60.8) years in 

patients with MD, and 34.5 years (range: 20.6-48.7) in patients with schizophrenia 

spectrum disorder. Gender was differently distributed in the thee diagnostic groups 

with male ratios of 38.7% in bipolar disorder, 38.2% in MD, and 61.5% in 

schizophrenia spectrum disorder. 

 

The quality assessment on the NOQAS ranged from 5 to 8 and showed the best 

scores for selection and exposure. The least well-met quality criterion was the 

comparability, due to studies not controlling for covariates or not employing matching 

criteria. 

 

All demographic and descriptive characteristics of the studies that were included in 

the meta-analysis are detailed in Tables 3, 4 and 5. 
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5.1.1. CT assessment instruments 
Included studies used a total of 13 different instruments assessing CT. 81,4% (n=79) 

of all articles included in the meta-analysis used the short version of the CTQ.  

Six different questionnaires were used in MD: CTQ, Early Life Stress Questionnaire 

(ELSQ), Early Trauma Inventory (ETI), Early Trauma Inventory Self Report- Short 

Form (ETIST-SF), Childhood Experience of Care and Abuse (CECA), and Early 

Home Environment Interview (EHEI); two in bipolar disorder: CTQ and Lifetime of 

Experiences Questionnaire (LEQ), and nine in schizophrenia spectrum disorder: 

CTQ, ETI, Childhood Abuse Questionnaire (CAQ), the Reflective Functioning 

Questionnaire (RFQ), Schema Questionnaire-Short Form (SQ-SF), Maltreatment 

Abuse and Exposure Scale (MACE), childhood experiences questionnaire (CEQ58), 

Traumatic Antecedents Questionnaire (TAQ), and Child Abuse and Trauma Scale 

(CATS). 

A total of 5 articles reported dichotomous data: 2 studies in schizophrenia spectrum 

disorder (Schalinski et al., 2016; Green et al., 2015) and 3 studies in MD (Williams et 

al., 2016; Jansen et al., 2016; Jeon et al., 2012). 
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Instrument 

 

Type of assessment N of Studies 

CTQ2,3 Self-report 79 

ELSQ71  Self-report 2 

ETI72  Semi-structured interview 1 

ETISR-SF73 Self-report 2 

CECA74  Semi-structured interview 1 

EHEI75 Semi-structured interview 1 

LEQ76  Self-report 1 

CAQ77  Self-report 1 

RFQ78 Self-report 1 

MACE79  Self-report 1 

TAQ80   Self-report 1 

SQ-SF81  Self-report 1 

CEQ5882  Self-report 1 

CATS71  Self-report 2 

 

Table 2: CT assessment instruments 
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First author CT 
scale 

Country CT domains N 
Patients 

N 
HC 

Patients 
age 
Mean(SD) 

HC age 
Mean(SD) 

Men (%) 
Patients/HC 

Diagnoses 
 

Quality 
 

He et al. 

(2019)83  

CTQ Netherlands TS 50 91 43.5 (12.8) 33.5 (15.7) 50/ 51.6 BDI/BDII 6 

Tunc et al. 

(2019) 

CTQ Turkey TS,EN,PN 59 69 33.4 (11.2) 33.4 (10.4) 50/ 51.6 BD 7 

Boen et al. 

(2018)84 

CTQ Norway TS 22 21 32.6 (6) 29.3 (5.6) 22.7/ 33.3 BDII 6 

Larsen et al. 

(2018) 85 

CTQ USA TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 62 27 38.3 (12.6) 35.1 (10.8) 38.7/ 40.7 BDI/BDII 6 

Richard-

Lepouriel et al. 

(2018)86 

CTQ Switzerland TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 168 47 32.7 (10.4) 39.6 (11.2) 7.2/ 51 BD 5 

Aas et al. 

(2018)87 

CTQ Norway TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 132 234 33.5 (11.7) 32.8 (9.6) NA BD 6 

Mazer et al. 

(2018)88 

CTQ Brasil TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 16 15 37.3 (10.3) 30.8 (7.1) 0/ 0 BD 6 

Xie et al. 

(2017)89 

CTQ China TS, PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 102 132 25.5 (9.4) 27.9 (4.8) 52.9/ 40.9 BD 6 

Ozdin et al. 

(2017)90 

CTQ Turkey TS, PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 60 60 33.9 (10.7) 33.6 (6.9) 30/ 33.3 BD 8 

Souza-Queiroz 

et al. (2016)91 

CTQ France TS, PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 32 47 35.8 (11.2) 36.4 (11.3) 62.5/ 46.8 BD 6 

Watson et al. 

(2013)92 

CTQ New 

Zealand 

TS, PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 60 55 47.9 (9.4) 45.1 (13.1) 53.3/ 54.5 BDI/BDII 8 

Pavlova et al. 

(2011)93 

CTQ UK TS 24 24 46.1 (11.7) 43.29 (11.91) 45.8/ 45.8 BDI/BDII 8 

Erylmaz et al. 

(2015)94 

CTQ Turkey TS, PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 33 50 32.4 (7) 30.5 (7) 63.6/ 40 BDII 6 

Quidé et al. 

(2018)95 

CTQ Australia TS, PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 84 75 37.5 (12.2) 36.1 (11.5) 36.9/ 54.6 BDI 6 

Leclerc et al. 

(2017)96 

CTQ Brazil TS, PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 39 (EBD) 

73 (LBD) 

85 33.1 (12.2) 

47.9 (8.2) 

34.87 (11.1) 20.5/ 60 

68.4/ 60 

EBDI/LBDI 8 

Janiri et al.  

(2015)97 

CTQ Italy TS, PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 58 (BDI) 

46 (BDII) 

103 43.9 (13.55) 44.26 (15.7) 67.2-50/ 

52.4 

BDI/BDII 7 

Fowke et al. 

(2011)98 

CTQ UK TS, PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 35 35 35.57 (9.89) 46.2 (12.8) 37.1/ 37.1 BD 8 

Moraes et al. 

(2017)99 

CTQ Brazil PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 30 31 41.8 (10.8) 42.4 (12.3) 0/ 0 BD 5 

Kefeli et al. 

(2017)100 

CTQ Turkey PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 40 40 33.1 (9.9) 33.7 (10.2) 52.5/ 52.5 BDI 6 

Hosang et al. 

(2018)101 

CTQ UK PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 72 354 48.4 (9.4) 47.73 (9.2) 22.2/ 42.1 BD 6 

Neeren et al. 

(2008)102 

LEQ USA PA,EA,SA 217 219 20.7 (1.9) 21 (2.1) 40.6/ 39.7 BD 6 

First author CT 
scale 

Country CT domains N 
Patients 

N 
HC 

Patients 
age 
Mean(SD) 

HC age 
Mean(SD) 

Men (%) 
Patients/HC 

Diagnoses 
 

Quality 
 

Table 3: Demographic information of included studies in bipolar disorder 

Note: TS Total Score, BD Bipolar Disorder, BDI Bipolar Disorder Type 1, BDII 

Bipolar Disorder Type 2, EBDI Early Bipolar Disorder Type 1, LBD1 Late Bipolar 

Disorder Type 1 
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Aas et al. 

(2018)87 

 

CTQ 

 

Norway 

 

TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 
 

263 

 

234 

 

30.0(9.8) 

 

32.8(9.6) 

 

NA 

 

SZ (100%) 

 

6 

Li et al. 

(2018)103 

CTQ China TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 56 49 25.9(6.8) 26.2(3.9) 39.2/51 FEP 

(100%) 

6 

Schürr et al. 

(2018)104 

CTQ Netherlands TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 13 51 40.1(15) 43.4(15.9) 53.8/47 SZ(100%) 6 

Quidé et al. 

(2018)105 

CTQ Australia TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 79 75 45.5(11.1) 36.1(11.5) 57/54.7 SZ(63%)/ 

SA 

6 

Lee et al. 

(2018)106 

CTQ USA TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 114 101 48.3(10.1) 49.4(11.3) 56.1/46.5 SZ(100%) 8 

Xie et al. 

(2017)89 

CTQ China TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 216 132 23.8(6.2) 25.1(6.8) 19.4/26.5 SZ(100%) 6 

Schalinski et 

al. (2017)107 

MACE Germany TS 180 70 23.8(6.2) 25.1(6.8) 73.3/NA F20.0(75%) 6 

Lange et al. 

(2017) 

CTQ Switzerland TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 25 25 41.2(11.1) 18(16) 72/64 SZ(92%)/ 

SA 

6 

Bilgi et al. 

(2017) 

CTQ Turkey TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 36 36 38.3(13.5) 33.8(9.6) 80.5/80.5 SZ(100%) 8 

Catalan et al. 

(2017)108 

CTQ Spain TS 61 173 36.1(12.5) 31.9(11.6) 59/54.3 FEP 6 

Seidenfaden 

et al. 

(2016)109 

CATS Denmark TS 37 39 32.3(10.7) 31.7(9.7) 78.3/74.3 SZ(100%) 6 

Aydin et al. 

(2016)110 

CTQ Turkey TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 35 35 29.9(7.4) 31.1(7.9) 62.9/40 SZ(100%) 6 

Green et al. 

(2015)111 

CAQ Australia TS 454 502 NA NA NA SZ(79.8%) 6 

Misiak et al. 

(2015) 

ETI Poland TS,PA,SA,EA 48 48 25.9(5.2) 26.1(2.8) 43.8/48 SZ(100%) 6 

Cancel et al. 

(2015)112 

CTQ France TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 21 30 32.1(8.3) 32.9(7.2) 71.4/66.7 SZ(100%) 6 

Alvarez et al. 

(2014)113 

CTQ Spain PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 45 78 41.1(NA) 36.1(NA) 55.5/43.5 SZ/SA(NA) 6 

Michail et al. 

(2014)114 

CTQ UK PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 60 

20 

24 24.0(4.5) 

24.2(5.1) 

24.2(5) 76.7-35/ 

45.8 

FEP(100%) 6 

Bortolon et 

al.(2013) 115 

SQ-SF France EN 48 44 37(10.3) 37(13.4) 66.6/63.6 SZ(100%) 8 

Sahin et al. 

(2013)116 

CTQ Turkey TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 83 69 23.1(NA) 23.9(NA) 72.3/42 SZ(100%) 6 

Phassouliotis 

et al. 

(2012)117 

CTQ Australia TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 21 20 20.6(2.9) 22.4(2.3) 57.2/60 FEP(100%) 6 

Styla et al. 

(2016)82 

CEQ58 Poland TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 30 28 48.7(11.6) 50.7(10.6) 63.3/71.4 SZ(100%) 5 

Andreou et 

al. (2015)118 

CTQ Germany TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 36 38 32.4(11.4) 21.9(12.6) 55.6/42.1 SZ(100%) 6 

Varese et al. 

(2012)119 

CATS UK TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 15 

14 

16 

20 45.6(12.2) 

39.6(13.3) 

48.3(12.2) 

39.5(14.6) 40-50/55 SZ(75.5%) 6 

DeRosse, et 

al. (2014)120 

CTQ USA TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 184 447 41(11.1) 41.1(17.1) 69/61.5 SZ/SA 6 

Saleptsi et al. 

(2004)121 

TAQ Germany EN,EA,PA,SA 52 63 38.0(16.5) 33(10) 59.6/39.7 SZ/SA 6 

Benedetti et 

al. (2011)122 

RFQ Italy TS 20 20 33.2(7.6) 38.8(10.9) 70/60 SZ(100%) 7 

First author 
(Year) 

CT 
scale 

Country CT domains N 
Patients 

N 
HC 

Patients 
age 

HC age Men (%) 
Patients/HC 

Diagnoses 
 

Quality 
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Table 4: Demographic information of included studies in schizophrenia spectrum 

disorder 

Note: FEP first episode psychosis, SA schizoaffective disorder, SZ schizophrenia 
 

 

  

Chiappelli et 

al. (2018)123 

CTQ USA TS 23 21 38.0(13.8) 37.6(15.2) 60.9/57.1 SZ(91.3%) 6 

Dennison et 

al. (2012)124 

CTQ Ireland TS 40 40 38.3(1.7) 37.2(1.8) 60/32.5 SZ(100%) 6 

Hoffmann et 

al. (2018)125 

CAQ Australia TS,PA,SA,PN,EN 153 96 38.2(NA) 41.8(NA) 71.2/42.7 SZ(75.8%)

/SA 

6 

Huang et al. 

(2019)126 

CTQ China  TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 61 53 26.5(8.5) 31.3(7.9) 66.1/52.5 FEP 

(100%) 

6 

Speck et al. 

(2019)127 

CTQ Germany PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 35 35 40.4(8.8) 36.0(10.4) 65.7/65.7 SZ(100%) 8 
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First author 
(Year) 

CT 
scale 

Country CT domains N 
Patients 

N HC Patients 
age 

HC age Men (%) 
Patients/HC 

Diagnoses 
 

Quality 
 

Klein et al. 

(2018)128 

CTQ Germany TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 30 (ED) 

47(PDD) 

31 39.2(10.3) 

36.15(8.0) 

35.2(13.1) 46.6-31.2/ 

41.9 

ED/PDD 8 

Hosang et al. 

(2018)101 

CTQ UK PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 248 354 45.4(12.8) 47.7(9.2) 26.2/42.1 MD 6 

Gander et al. 

(2018)129 

CTQ Austria PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 30 60 15.1(1.5) 16.1(1.2) 10/26.7 MD 6 

Adams et al. 

(2018)130 

CTQ Canada TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 44 

56 

62 28.7(7.1) 

29.6(8.6) 

26.1(5.6) 27.3-32.1/ 

27.4 

MD/ 

MD+SAD 

6 

Ferrer et al. 

(2018)131 

CTQ Spain TS 89 126 60.8(11.8) 49(15.9) 33.7/43.7 MDD 5 

Miller et al. 

(2018)132 

CTQ USA TS 10 13 32.6(6.5) 34.8(10) 50/53.8 MDD 5 

Chamberlain et al. 

(2018)133  

CTQ UK PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 48 

102 

48 

54 35.9(NA) 

36.5(NA) 

35.1(NA) 

34.2(NA) 29.2-

38.2-

29.2/31.5 

TSMD 

TRMD 

MD-UNT 

6 

Munjiza et al. 

(2018)134 

CTQ Serbia TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 64 53 46(10.3) 46(10.2) 20.3/18.9 MD 8 

Xie et al. 

(2017)89 

CTQ China TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 229 132 27.8(8.1) 27.8(4.8) 55.5/40.9 MD 8 

Dannehl et al. 

(2017)135 

CTQ Germany TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 91 40 37.4(12.4) 34.3(11.6) 36.3/35 MD 7 

Ernst et al. 

(2017)136 

CTQ Germany TS 20 22 31.8(11.3) 30.5(10.1) 0/0 MD 5 

Saleh et al. 

(2016)137 

ELSQ USA TS 64 65 35.1(8.9) 29.7(9.2) 39/33.8 MD 6 

Grosse et al. 

(2016)138 

CTQ Germany TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 214 180 41(12) 36(12) 43.9/36.6 MD 8 

Tatham et al. 

(2016)139 

CTQ Canada TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 44 17 36.4(10.5) 33.2(10.2) NA MD 6 

Williams et al. 

(2016)140 

ELSQ USA PA,SA,EA 1008 336 NA NA NA MD 6 

Du et al. 

(2016)141 

CTQ China TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 18 18 39.3(12.9) 35.33(10.0) 27.8/55.6 MD 7 

Jansen et al. 

(2016)142 

CTQ Brazil PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 82 94 21.8(2) 22.5(2.7) 23.2/41.5 MD 7 

Karacoç et al. 

(2015)143 

CTQ Turkey PA,SA,EA 100 30 39.1(10.2) 41.9(11.3) 0/0 MD 6 

Mullins et al. 

(2015)144 

CTQ UK TS 240 272 NA NA NA MD 6 

Bailer et al. 

(2014)145 

CTQ Germany TS PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 52 52 42.7(11.6) 42.1(12.9) 44.2/40.4 MD 6 

Peyrot et al. 

(2014)146 

CTQ Netherlands TS 1645 340 42.2(2.5) 43.3(14.5) 32/43 MD 6 

Opel et al. 

(2014)147 

CTQ Germany TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 85 85 37.6(12) 37.2(11.6) 36.5/40 MD 8 

Carvalho-Fernando  

et al. (2013)148 
CTQ Germany PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 48 63 33.15(8.89) 31.44(10) 45.8/35 MD 6 

Wingenfeld et al. 

(2011)149 

ETI Germany PA,SA,EA 47 108 NA NA NA MD 6 

Güleç et al. 

(2012)150 

CTQ Turkey TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 48 

52 

50 40.2(12.6) 

40.3(11.4) 

39.3 

11.7 

33.3-15.4/ 

40 

MD+ALX. 

MD 

8 

Jeon et al. 

(2012)151 

ETISR-

SF 

Korea TS 105 50 46.3(12.7) 40.3(12.7) 25.7/36 MD 6 

Horesh et al. 

(2008)152 

CTQ Israel TS 19 20 16.26(1) 17.5(2.3) 31.6/45 MD 7 
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Table 5: Demographic information of included studies in MD 

Note: ALX Alexithymia, EDD Episodic depressive disorder, PDD Persistent 

depressive disorder, SAD Social Anxiety Disorder, TSMD Treatment-sensitive major 

depression, TRMD Treatment-resistant major depression, MD-UNT Major depression 

untreated 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grassi-Oliveira et 

al. (2009)153 

CTQ Brazil TS 30 19 39.2(11.6) 37.4(5.5) 0/0 MD 7 

Bremner et al. 

(2007)73 

ETISR-

SF 

USA TS,PA,SA,EA 51 83 45(13) 42(11) 21.6/20.5 MD 6 

Wessel et al. 

(2001)154 

CTQ Netherlands PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 17 24 40.9(8.8) 25.1(10.4) 35.3/50 MD 6 

Bernet et al. 

(1999)155 

CTQ USA TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 47 41 39(11) 45(9.8) 49/51.2 MD 6 

Kounou et al. 

(2012)156 

CTQ Togo TS ,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 91 90 29.2(7.2) 28.8(6.2) 34/33.3 MD 6 

Kaczmarczy et al. 

(2018)157 

CTQ Germany TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 68 75 37.4(9.3) 35.1(9.2) 45.6/34.7 MD 8 

Farrell et al. 

(2018)158 

CTQ Ireland TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 33 34 28.3(8.8) 28.2(7.5) 27.3/38.2 MD 6 

Herane-Vives et 

al. (2018)159 

CTQ UK TS 44 

27 

40 34.5(11.7) 

31.9(8.3) 

33.2(8.9) 36.4-25.9/  

27.5 

MD 8 

Kiliç et al.  

(2017)160 

CTQ Turkey TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 30 91 15.26(NA) 15.15(NA) 30/58.2 MD 6 

Bauriedl-Schmidt 

et al. (2017)161 

CTQ Germany PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 29 

23 

29 46.7(14.2) 

43.1(11.5) 

46.3(13.6) 58.6-43.5/ 

51.7 

MD 8 

Hsu et al.  

(2010)162 

CTQ USA TS 23 20 41.3(11.7) 40.6(10.4) 34.8/35 MD 6 

Harkness et al. 

(2006)163 

CECA Canada TS,PA,SA,EA 30 

24 

49 15.2(1.3) 15.3(1.3) 20-41.7/  

40.8 

MD 6 

Frodl T et al. 

(2010)164 

CTQ Germany TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 43 44 44.3(12.2) 41.1(12.5) 39.5/45.5 MD 8 

Lizardi et al. 

(1995)75 

EHEI USA TS 45 45 31.6(9.2) 33.4(10.1) 33.3/17.7 MD 8 

Özdin et al 

(2017)90 

CTQ Turkey TS,PA,EA,SA,PN,EN 60 60 32.8(10.9) 33.9(10.7) 28.3/33.3 MD 8 

Peterfalvi et al. 

(2019)165 

CTQ Hungary EN 21 20 35.4(9.7) 35.8(8.5) 19/35 MD 6 
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5.2 Meta-analytic results 

An overview of the results of our meta-analysis is provided in Figure 2 and 

summarized in Tables 6-8. The effect sizes of CT total scores were large for bipolar 

disorder (g=0.84), MD (g=0.91), and schizophrenia spectrum disorder (g=0.83) and 

did not show significant differences between diagnoses in the subgroup analysis.  

We found significant effect sizes for all CT subtypes in bipolar disorder, MD, and 

schizophrenia spectrum disorder. The strength of the effect sizes varied by type of 

CT, meaning that the difference of reported trauma scores between patients and non-

psychiatric HC was higher for some CT subtypes than for others. The results of our 

meta-analysis show that the effect size for the different trauma subtypes ranged from 

g=0.35 (95%-CI: 0.13-0.56) for PA in bipolar disorder to g=0.86 (95%-CI: 0.76-0.96) 

for EN in MD.  

 

 
Figure 2- Overview plot of the meta-analytic results 

 

The forest plots of CT total scores are provided in Figures 3-6, additional forest plots 

for each CT subtype can be found in the supplementary material (Supplementary 

figures 4-18). 
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Figure 3: Forrest plot CT TS in MD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Standardized Mean difference 

Standardized Mean difference 
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Figure 4: Forrest plot CT TS in schizophrenia spectrum disorder 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5- Forrest plot CT TS in bipolar disorder 

 

Subgroup analyses were carried out to test the transdiagnostic effect of exposure to 

the specific types of adversity considered in this review (PA, EA, SA, PN, and EN).  

5.2.1. PA 

A total of 65 studies assessed the presence of PA in their samples (28 in MD, 13 in 

bipolar disorder, and 24 in schizophrenia spectrum disorder). In the subgroup 

analysis, no significant differences in the effect sizes across diagnoses were found. 

5.2.2. EA 

There were 65 studies reporting scores of EA (28 in MD, 13 in bipolar disorder, and 

24 in schizophrenia spectrum disorder). We found significantly higher effect sizes for 

EA in MD than in schizophrenia spectrum disorder (p= 0.04). 

Standardized Mean difference 
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5.2.3. SA 

66 studies reported the scores of SA (29 in MD, 13 in bipolar disorder, and 22 in 

schizophrenia spectrum disorder). We did not find significant differences in the effect 

sizes across diagnoses.  

5.2.4. PN 

58 articles reported scores of PN in their samples (25 in MD, 13 in bipolar disorder, 

and 20 in schizophrenia spectrum disorder). There were no significant differences 

between the effect sizes across diagnoses.  

5.2.5. EN 

63 studies reported the scores of EN in their samples (26 in MD, 13 in bipolar 

disorder, and 24 in schizophrenia spectrum disorder). Effect sizes of EN were 

significantly higher in MD than in schizophrenia spectrum disorder (p=0.03). 
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 Effect size Heterogenity 
 

Egger’s test 
 

n g 95%-CI z p Q p I² z p 
TS 15 0.84 0.69-0.98 11.23 <.001 32.21 

 
0.004 54.86% 0.30 0.77 

PA 13 
 

0.34 0.13-0.54 3.18 0.002 60.38  83.41% -0.32 0.74 

EA 
 

13 0.86 0.72-1.00 11.80 <.001 44.33 <-001 55.43% 0.46 0.65 

SA 
 

13 0.48 0.35-0.61 7.34 <.001 23.6 0.02 48.20% -0.48 0.63 

PN 
 

13 0.49 0.34-0.64 6.49 <.001 28.70 0.004 59.93% 0.04 0.97 

EN 
 

13 0.69 0.52-0.87 7.88 <.001 51.11 <.001 69.71% 1.70 0.09 

 Effect size Heterogenity 
 

Egger’s test 
 

n g 95%-CI z p Q p I² 
 

z p 

TS 26 0.81 0.66-0.95 13.72 <.001 85.84 
 

<.001 65.8% -0.64 0.95 

PA 24 
 

0.45 0.33-0.56 7.42 <.001 69.30  61.68% -0.08 0.94 

EA 
 

24 0.67 0.55-0.80 10.71 <.001 76.12 <.001 63.99% -0.38 0.71 

SA 
 

24 0.46 0.35-0.56 8.76 <.001 46.91 0.001 48.60% -1.46 0.14 

PN 
 

20 0.51 0.38-0.64 7.75 <.001 53.35 <.001 61.74% -1.35 0.18 

EN 
 

24 0.68 0.56-0.80 10.90 <.001 73.18 <.001 63.32% -0.42 0.68 

 Effect size Heterogenity 
 

Egger’s test 
 

Table 7- Meta-analytic results of CT domains in schizophrenia spectrum disorder 

 

Table 6- Meta-analytic results of CT domains in bipolar disorder 

 

  <.001 

  <.001 
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5.3. Heterogeneity and risk of bias  
There were high estimated proportions of heterogeneity with statistical significance for 

CT total scores and all CT domains in the three diagnoses (p<0.01), with the 

exception of SA in MD. Overall, heterogeneity of our analysis measured with the I² 

statistic ranged from moderate to high64, indicating that the strength of the relationship 

between CT and psychiatric disease varied considerably across studies. 

 

The funnel plots for CT total scores are provided in Figures 6-8. The funnel plots for 

all CT domains in the three diagnoses can be found in the supplementary material 

(Supplementary Figures 4-18). Egger’s test indicated no significant funnel plot 

asymmetry (p > 0.05) for CT total scores in bipolar disorder and schizophrenia 

spectrum disorder, but detected significant funnel plot asymmetry in MD (p= 0.03). 

Trim and fill analysis showed no missing studies either side of the plot for CT total 

scores in MD.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

n g 95%-CI z p Q p I² z p 
TS 31 0.91 0.77-1.05 12.50 <.001 169.04 

 
<.001 82.32 2.19 0.03 

PA 28 
 

0.47 0.38-0.56 10.49 <.001 43.90  41.04 1.92 0.06 

EA 
 

28 0.84 0.74-0.94 16.71 <.001 58.83 <.001 52.50 0.68 0.50 

SA 
 

29 0.41 0.33-0.49 10.46 <.001 37.60 0.11 26.70 -2-00 0.05 

PN 
 

25 0.63 0.41-0.86 5.47 <.001 110.37 <.001 90.62 4.20 <.001 

EN 
 

26 0.86 0.76-0.96 17.00 <.001 46.88 0.005 45.78 1.21 0.22 

Table 8- Meta-analytic results of CT domains in MD 
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Figure 6- Funnel plot of CT TS in MD  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7- Funnel plot: CT TS in schizophrenia spectrum disorder 
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Figure 8- Funnel plot: CT TS in bipolar disorder 

 

 

Egger’s test indicated low risk of publication bias for most CT domains in the three 

psychiatric diagnoses. However, significant funnel plot asymmetry was found in SA 

and PN in MD (p= 0.05 and p<0.001, respectively). The trim and fill method identified 

0 missing studies in PN in MD. For SA, the trim and fill procedure identified 6 missing 

studies on the right side (adjusted g=0.44, 95%-CI: 0.30-0.51). 

 

5.4. Outlier analysis 

Figure 9 provides an overview of the influential cases for each CT domain in the three 

psychiatric diagnoses and the estimated effect sizes and CI after excluding the data 

of these articles in the post-hoc sensitivity analysis. 

 

 

 
Influential cases Effect size 95%-CI 

MD 

TS  Tatham, 2016 

 Hosang 2018 

0.81 0.72-0.91 

PA  Williams, 2016 0.44 0.36-0.52 

SA  Hosang, 2018 0.40 0.33-0.46 

PN  Tatham, 2016 0.53 0.43-0.62 

Schizophrenia spectrum disorder 

TS  Aas 2018 0.78 0.68-0.88 

EA  Aas 2018 0.64 0.53-0.74 

EN  Aas 2018 0.64 0.54-0.74 

Bipolar disorder 

EA  Aas 2018 0.80 0.68-0.94 

Standardized Mean difference 
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PA Eryilmaz, 2015 0.44 0.31-0.57 

 

Figure 9- Influential cases and corrected ES and CI 

 

All effect sizes remained significant (p<0.001) after removal of the influential cases. 

For most CT domains, effect size estimates changed moderately after the exclusion 

of most outliers, suggesting that the pooled estimates were relatively stable. 

 

In PA in bipolar disorder, the article of Eryilmaz (2015) was the only included article 

reporting a large negative effect size (see Supplementary Figure 6). Our effect size 

estimate for PA in bipolar disorder changed considerably after removal of this outlier 

from a small (g=0.34) to a moderate effect size (g=0.44). 

 

5.5. Moderator analysis  
Heterogeneity was moderate to high, indicating the appropriateness of moderator 

analyses. Neither the articles’ year of publication, gender, nor the mean age of the 

patients did show significant moderator effects on the CT total scores in any of the 

major psychiatric disorders. We analyzed the influence of the potential moderators on 

the effect sizes for all CT subtypes. The year of publication of the article had a 

significant moderator effect for SA in bipolar disorder (p=0.01) 
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6. Discussion 

We conducted a series of comprehensive meta-analyses to quantify the effects of CT 

in schizophrenia spectrum disorder, MD, and bipolar disorder compared with non-

psychiatric HC focusing on transdiagnostic aspects on the basis of data of k=97 

studies including n=17104 participants.  

In summary, our results showed large effect sizes for CT total scores in patients with 

schizophrenia spectrum disorder (g=0.83, 95%-CI: 0.70-0.97), bipolar disorder 

(g=0.84, 95%-CI: 0.69-0.98), and MD (g=0.91, 95%-CI: 0.76-1.05) without significant 

transdiagnostic differences. Further, we found significant effect sizes for all CT 

subtypes (PA, EA, SA, PN, and EN) in the three diagnoses with magnitudes varying 

from moderate to large. Exploring transdiagnostic differences, we found statistically 

significant larger effect sizes for EA and EN in MD than in schizophrenia spectrum 

disorder. Despite significant heterogeneity in most of the analyses, these results were 

robust with respect to the inclusion of moderators, such as age, gender, and year of 

publication. The following section will discuss our findings in the context of the 

broader literature and highlight future research directions and clinical applications. 

Our meta-analysis complements and substantially expands the evidence covered by 

previous reviews by synthesizing the growing number of studies focused on the 

effects of CT on adult psychopathology. Consistent with earlier systematic reviews 

and meta-analyses, our results indicate that CT and all its subtypes are substantially 

more prevalent in individuals with major psychiatric conditions compared to HC. The 

magnitude of the effect sizes of CT in major psychiatric conditions is comparable with 

the results reported in previous meta-analyses14,15,166. Most importantly, our findings 

show an overall comparable impact of CT in MD, bipolar disorder, and schizophrenia 

spectrum disorder pointing to the relevance of CT as a transdiagnostic risk factor for 

major psychiatric conditions.  
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The results of our meta-analyses reinforce the relevance of the investigation of 

transdiagnostic mechanisms linking CT and adult psychopathology. Recent research 

postulated different systems and pathways, which might act as driving factors of this 

relationship, such as the allostatic load, difficulties in emotion regulation, low 

emotional awareness, difficulties in social and emotional information processing, and 

accelerated biological aging, as well as neurobiological processes like frontal gray 

matter reductions8. 

An important focus of our meta-analysis was to examine the general versus the 

specific role of CT on adult psychopathology and determine whether specific CT 

types differed in their psychopathological impact. Overall, EA and EN had the largest 

effect sizes in the three psychiatric diagnoses, pointing to be stronger transdiagnostic 

predictors for adult psychopathology than SA, PA, and PN. In the transdiagnostic 

comparison, we found that EA and EN were significantly stronger associated with MD 

than schizophrenia spectrum disorder. In line with our findings, previous studies and a 

recent meta-analysis of Humphreys and colleagues15 identified that EA and EN were 

most strongly associated with depression than other CT subtypes and hypothesized 

that individuals suffering from EA and EN are especially vulnerable to developing 

negative cognition musters, which increase the risk for MD. Precisely, children 

suffering from EA and EN by attachment figures might develop negative internal 

models of the self and others that might lead to a lack of trust and social avoidance 

that in turn increase the risk of MD. Another important aspect is that EA and EN tend 

to be more “chronic” abuse subtypes with longer exposition times36, which might 

enhance the evolution of maladaptive thinking styles mentioned above. 

The data obtained in this study is consistent with previous data reported in literature. 

Three previous meta-analyses studied the effect sizes of CT in major psychiatric 

conditions with a disorder-specific approach. The meta-analysis performed by Varese 

and colleagues analyzing the role of childhood adversities in the development of 

psychotic disorders did not find any evidence that any specific type of trauma has a 

bigger effect size for psychosis than any other14. As mentioned above, in the meta-

analysis performed by Humphreys and colleagues EA and EN showed higher effect 

sizes than other CT subtypes in individuals with MD15. In the case of bipolar disorder, 

a systematic review performed by Palmier-Claus and colleagues, indicated that EA 

might be a more specific risk factor for bipolar disorder than other trauma subtypes166. 

The statistical analysis revealed high levels of heterogeneity, which is understandable 

in the context of the methodological and analytical variances in the identified studies. 

Even though previous studies have consistently reported that certain moderator 
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variables are implicated and meaningful in the association between CT and severe 

psychiatric disease167, we found no significant evidence that the effect sizes of the CT 

total scores were explained by the age, gender, or year of publication. To date, 

research on the potential moderators of this relationship is methodologically 

heterogeneous and does not allow generalizable conclusions. 

6.1 Limitations 

Several limitations may affect the interpretations of our meta-analysis and are 

discussed in the following section.  

Firstly, our meta-analysis included studies employing different retrospective CT 

assessments including self-report questionnaires and (semi) structured interviews. 

Despite checking the definitions of each CT subtype and their consistency between 

instruments, slight differences in the concept and the scoring might be present, which 

limit the generalizability of the results. Furthermore, the employed retrospective 

measures of CT could imply recall bias, which might involve a substantial rate of false 

negatives and measurement errors and in rare cases, false positive reports43. 

However, several studies sustain reliability in retrospective evaluation of CT and 

support the relevance of the subjective assessment of the traumatic experience 

showing its stability across time, low variability by current symptoms, and 

concordance with other sources of information168. 

Second, we performed our meta-analysis based on cross sectional, case-control 

studies. For this reason we cannot establish the direction of the causality between CT 

and psychopathology. In the future, research on this field should be extended by 

studies with a prospective design. The recent meta-analysis by McKay and 

colleagues169 synthetized the evidence of longitudinal cohort studies on CT and adult 

mental disorders and provides evidence for temporal causality. 

Third, the difficulty of a clear separation into the role of different subtypes of trauma 

should be highlighted, since they show high levels of co-occurrence and the design of 

our study did not allow us to consider the potential cumulative risk28. Thus, it is 

unclear to what degree our estimated effect sizes for different CT subtypes reflect 

unique effects rather than a compound of this high co-occurrence. Since CT 

experiences tend to accumulate over time and the exposure to one type of CT 

increases the risk of exposure to another, further research on a potential dose-

response relationship is needed. 
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Forth, we could not assess the timing (onset) and duration of the trauma exposure, 

which might have relevance in the understanding of the transdiagnostic mechanisms 

leading to psychopathology32. 

Finally, it should be noted that our study focused on three major psychiatric disorders, 

but did not analyze the role of CT in other diagnoses, such as personality disorders, 

anxiety disorders, and posttraumatic stress disorder. Previous research analyzed the 

effects of CT in those pathologies with disorder-specific approaches9, but future 

studies might quantitatively analyze the transdiagnostic effect between diagnoses. 

6.2 Implications for future research and practice 

The results of this meta-analysis have several implications for future research, clinical 

practice, and public health. 

 

First, our findings imply that exposure to CT should be regarded as a strong 

transdiagnostic risk factor for the development of adult psychopathology. Thus, 

clinicians should routinely assess and recognize CT. 

 

Assuming a causal link, our work highlights the importance of additional research to 

increase the understanding of the transdiagnostic mechanisms linking CT and adult 

psychopathology. This field has the potential to guide the development of more 

efficient transdiagnostic interventions, which might specifically target these 

mechanisms. 

 

Our findings also have implications for the field of prevention in mental health. CT is a 

major and potentially modifiable contributor to the global burden of disease170. 

Population-based interventions (e.g. educational programs) should be undertaken to 

increase public awareness of this problem. Transdiagnostic preventive approaches 

focusing on CT as a common risk factor for development of severe mental disorders 

could bear larger benefits enhancing the efficacy and cost-effectiveness of disorder-

specific preventive approaches and potentially prevent victims of CT from developing 

major psychiatric disorders over time. 
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Supplementary figure 1- PRISMA flowchart bipolar disorder 
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8.1.3 PA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary figure 4- Forest and funnel plot: PA in schizophrenia spectrum 

Supplementary figure 5- Forrest and funnel plot: PA in MD 

Supplementary figure 6- Forrest and funnel plot: PA in bipolar disorder 
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8.1.4 EA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary figure 9- Forest and funnel plot: EA in bipolar disorder 

Supplementary figure 8- Forrest and funnel plot: EA in MD 

Supplementary figure 7- Forest and funnel plot: EA in schizophrenia spectrum disorder 
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8.1.5 SA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary figure 10- Forest and funnel plot: SA in schizophrenia spectrum disorder 

Supplementary figure 11- Forest and funnel plot: SA in MD 

Supplementary figure 12- Forest and funnel plot: SA in bipolar disorder 
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8.1.6 PN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary figure 13- Forest and funnel plot: PN in schizophrenia spectrum disorder  

Supplementary figure 14- Forest and funnel plot: PN in MD  

Supplementary figure 15- Forest and funnel plot: PN in bipolar disorder 
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8.1.7 EN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary figure 16- Forest and funnel plot: EN in schizophrenia spectrum disorder 

Supplementary figure 17- Forest and funnel plot: EN in MD 

Supplementary figure 18- Forest and funnel plot: EN in bipolar disorder 
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